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EDITORIAL

PRODUCTS

Three Remanufactured Fusers
added to Liberty line
LPT is offering clients a remanufactured option for three additional fusing assemblies:

HP LJ 5200
RM1-2522-RA
HP LJ M5025/
M5035
RM1-3007-RA
Lexmark T65x
40X4418-R
As with every LPT remanufactured printer
assembly, these fusers are individually tested and
inspected. Call your LPT account rep to order using the toll-free numbers below, or call 888-4448778 if you don't know who your rep is.

B&W is 'Where It's At!'
Which is more important for the printer
service industry, color or
black and white printers?
Color certainly has
power. Blue calms and red
excites us, it is said. A little color on an otherwise
monochrome page seizes our attention. Because it can
be used to manipulate us, color is a persuasive force.
Most business printing, however, does not need to
be gorgeous, but rather legible and economical. These
needs are met perfectly by monochrome laser printers.
They print faster than color laser printers, are more
reliable, last longer, have fewer maintenance parts and
have, best of all, a lower cost-per-page. This is why six
out of seven HP fusers and maintenance kits we sell at
LPT are for monochrome printers.
Office printing is integral to society and will remain
so for a long time. Whether you need parts for color
or monochrome HP, Lexmark, Oki or Samsung laser
printers, Liberty Parts Team is your wholesale parts
source.
LPT

CONTACT YOUR LPT ACCOUNT REP WITH THESE DIRECT TOLL FREE NUMBERS
BOB HERRO
866-650-1290
bob.herro@lbrty.com
AOL IM: LPTBobHerro

DAN CASSIDY
866-650-6771
dan.cassidy@lbrty.com
AOL IM: LPTDanC

JASON MEYERING
866-540-9170
jason.meyering@lbrty.com
AOL IM: LPTJason

PAUL SEIBOLD
866-540-9177
paul.seibold@lbrty.com
AOL IM: LPTPaul

BRUCE DAVIS
866-334-4184
bruce.davis@lbrty.com
AOL IM: LPTBruce

DAVE GRESS
866-540-9168
dave.gress@lbrty.com
AOL IM: LPTDave

KAS SCHAFER
866-540-9172
kas.schafer@lbrty.com
AOL IM: LPTKas

RICH RUSSELL
866-540-9174
rich.russell@lbrty.com
AOL IM: LPTRich

COLLEEN LONGSETH
866-540-9167
colleen.longseth@lbrty.com
AOL IM: LPTColleen

GONZO CASAS
866-540-9171
gonzo.casas@lbrty.com
AOL IM: LPTGonzo

MIKE MEINHOLZ
866-650-1289
mike.meinholz@lbrty.com
AOL IM: LPTMichael

RICHARD JORDAN
866-540-9175
richard.jordan@lbrty.com
AOL IM: LPTRichard

SELL CORES
608-268-7610
purchasing@lbrty.com
AOL IM: LPTBrendaB

SALES FAX
608-268-7619
MAIN
608-268-7600

TECH SUPPORT
866-947-9295
AOL IM: LPTDenny
Available 8-6 CST

For HP, Lexmark, Samsung and Okidata printer parts, call Liberty Parts Team: 888-444-8778.
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PRINTER TECH ARTICLE

Calibrating the Touch Screen
Display On HP LaserJets

9000 MFP Touch Screen Calibration
This printer has its own procedure. Its successors,
the 9040 MFP and 9050 MFP, use the standard one.
1. Hold down 1, 2 and 3 on the keypad while powering on the printer
2. Release the keys when crosses appear in the corners of the display.
3. Gently touch each cross with a thin object.
Touching them makes them disappear.

The control panels of the larger HP multi-function
printers (MFPs) are touch screens: instead of pressing
buttons to navigate printer menus, you touch different areas on the glass display itself. Occasionally, these
displays become unresponsive and require calibration to
restore functionality. Despite the fact that service manuals routinely overlook this issue, there is a standard
procedure for monochrome and color MFPs released by
HP since 2004.
Press each cross, making it disappear.
Standard Touch Screen Calibration (for LaserJet
Then cycle the power
M3027, M3035, 4345 MFP, M4345, M5025/5035,
9040/50 MFP, M9040/9050, Color LaserJet 4730
MFP, 9500 MFP and the 9200C digital sender).
1. Press and hold the number (#) and “C” keys while
powering on the printer.
9000 MFP Touch Screen Calibration (1)
2. Release these keys when a small dot or square appears in the upper left corner* of the display.
4. Power off the printer once all four crosses are re3. Precisely touch the small dot or square with a
moved in this way. Then power the printer on again.
pointed, but not sharp, object. The manuals suggest a
5. Use the diagnostic menu to access the control
stylus or a pencil eraser, but a pen cap will do – do not
panel. Select the TOUCH SCREEN option.
use anything that will scratch or mark the screen.
6. Zigzagging squares appear on the display. Counting from the left, press the second square so that it
darkens. Then press the seventh and the seventeenth. If
they do not darken when touched, repeat the calibraWhen you touch the dot correctly,
tion process.
7. You are finished. Press Start.

a second dot appears

Pressing squares darkens
them. First, press the
second from the left.

Standard Touch Screen Calibration

4. A second small dot or square will appear in the
lower right corner* of the display. Touch this dot in the
same way.
5. After a few seconds, the printer will resume its normal boot sequence. Once it reaches the “Ready” state, it
should operate normally.
*The details vary on some models. If both dots appear
at once, touch the upper left dot first, then the lower
right dot. If they appear in different corners than described above, touch the dots in the order that they
appear. If the second dot does not appear, redo the calibration procedure.

Then press the seventh
and seventeenth (in red).

9000 MFP Touch Screen Calibration (2)

If you come across an HP printer with an unresponsive touch screen, and it is not listed above, check the
manual for that printer. If the manual does not mention
this issue, try the standard touch screen calibration, especially if the printer model was released since 2004.
LPT

Liberty Parts Team, Inc. 3517 W Beltline Hwy., Madison, WI 53713 608-268-7600 FAX 608-268-7619
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5200 Fuser Drive Gear Available!
Eight Easy Steps to a quiet printer

A. Two screws

The rollers of a fusing assembly turn because a fuser gear is
being turned by a fuser drive gear in the printer. Meshed
together, these gears eventually wear out, become noisy and
should be replaced.
Until now, the fuser drive gear for the LaserJet 5200
Printer was unavailable, which means there are a lot of
noisy printers in the field today. Happily, an OEM fuser
drive gear is finally available, part number RU5-0577.
Call Liberty Parts Team to order.
The following instructions, devised by LPT's Craig Kaltenberg, will help you make the repair quickly.
Replacing the 5200 Fuser Drive Gear
1. Right Cover. Simply slide the right cover toward
the back of the printer to remove it.

B. Two screws

C. Unplug cable

D. Remove top cover: tab

2. Lower Back Cover or Duplexer.
A. Duplexer: If the printer has a duplexer, remove
it by pulling it out (at the back of the printer)
until it stops, then lifting slightly and pulling it
out the rest of the way.
B. Lower Back Cover: If there is no duplexer,
remove the lower back cover by inserting your
finger into the hole and pulling toward you.
3. Face-Up Bin.
A. Open the face-up bin and loosen two recessed
screws (Figure A). Note that these are captive
screws and cannot be completely removed.
The screw on your left will be easier to access
if the face-up bin is opened all the way. To do
this, first release the fuser nip (the black plastic

E. Top cover: two screws

For HP, Lexmark, Samsung and Okidata printer parts, call Liberty Parts Team: 888-444-8778.
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section of the bin) by slightly closing the bin
and then pulling the two sections apart. Now
the face-up bin will open all the way.
B. Once the screws have been loosened, close the
bin, grasp the bottom of it, and gently pull out
and up to remove it.
4. Top Cover.
A. Remove two screws in the back (Figure B).
B. Open the print-cartridge door, remove two
more screws in the front (Figure E), and release
three retaining tabs – one each on the left,
center, and right, along the front edge of the
cover (Figure D shows the rightmost retaining
tab).
C. Now you should be able to lift the cover off
of the printer. Before you can get it very far,
though, you will have to unplug the display
cable on the right side (Figure C) and unwind it
from the cable guides on the cover.
5. Left Cover.
A. Removing the left cover is accomplished by
releasing five retaining tabs in the proper order:
1. in the center of the top edge (Figure F);
2. in the lower left rear corner (Figure G);
3. in the tray 2 cavity, about 5 inches in from
the front of the printer;
4. *under the rear end of the handle;
5. *under the front end of the handle. (*These
last two are accessed from the bottom of
the printer, and are shown in Figure H).
B. Once all five tabs are released, the cover can be
easily lifted off, rotating it as in Figure I.
6. Fuser.
A. Remove two screws (at the top, just below the
white plastic of the delivery assembly), one on
each side, and pull the fuser straight out the
back.

F. Left cover: tab

G. Left cover: tab

H. Left cover: two tabs

I. Left cover: removal

7. Fuser Drive Plate.
A. The black plastic at the upper front corner of
the fuser drive plate has two arms attached to it,
one on the outside of the printer (Figure J) and
one on the inside (Figure K). Use a needle nose
pliers to detach both arms from the captive
plastic.
B. Now remove seven screws (Figure L) and pull
the fuser drive assembly away from the printer.
Be careful – several of the gears on the inside of
this plate are not captive and can fall off if it is
tilted the wrong way. For best results, keep the
J. Fuser Drive Plate: uncouple arms
inner surface tilted upward.
Liberty Parts Team, Inc. 3517 W Beltline Hwy., Madison, WI 53713 608-268-7600 FAX 608-268-7619
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LJ 5200 Fuser Drive Gear

K. Fuser drive plate: uncouple arms

L. Fuser drive plate: seven screws

continued from page 7
8. Fuser Drive Gear.
A. Figure M shows the inner surface of the fuser
drive plate with the fuser drive gear (the black
gear). This gear is not captive, so you can simply
slide it on and off the shaft. Note that it is not
symmetrical – the center hub protrudes farther
on one side of the gear than on the other.
When installing this gear, the longer protrusion
should face into the drive plate assembly, with
the shorter protrusion facing outward.
Reverse the above steps to re-assemble the printer.
Important Note: When re-installing the fuser drive
assembly, make sure that the black plastic part of the
assembly gets properly coupled to the small white pin
in the printer body. The coupling controls the fuser
entrance flap, which should rotate up when the front
door is closed. Figure N shows this coupling from the
left side of the printer; Figure O shows it from the rear
with the flap up; Figure P shows the rear view with
the flap down. Note that the fuser is removed in these
photos. If the black plastic and the white pin are not
coupled properly, this flap will always be down, causing
print quality issues and paper jams.
LPT

M. The fuser drive gear



Making the Unavailable Available

N. White pin, side view

Parts mentioned in this article.
LJ 5200 Fuser Gear : RU5-0577-N
To order, call toll-free (888) 444-8778







O. Rear view of white pin (circles, with close-up); fuser
entrance flap is up (blue arrow)

P. Rear view of white pin (circles, with close-up); fuser
entrance flap is down (blue arrow)

Service Edge is the quarterly laser printer tech bulletin of Liberty Parts Team, Inc. Editor-in-Chief: David K. Reinke; Editor: Robert Reinke; Writers: Dennis Kosterman, Robert Reinke; Research: Dennis Kosterman, Craig Kaltenberg, Sean Heil. ©2010 Liberty Parts Team, Inc.

For HP, Lexmark, Samsung and Okidata printer parts, call Liberty Parts Team: 888-444-8778.
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PRINTER TECH ARTICLE


A. Two tabs on top of printer

B. Power supply PCA guide, two screws (blue
circles). Power supply: 4 screws (red circles) &
grounding screw (yellow circle).




Replacing the Fuser Drive
Gear in the P4015 series
This series of printers is HP’s replacement for the
LaserJet 4200/4300 series. It is a similar design, and
has similar problems, including a tendency for the fuser
drive gear to wear out. In the 4200/4300 printers, you
could often get away with replacing just one gear (rather than the whole swing plate assembly), and there was
a shortcut procedure for doing this. This shortcut is not
available in the P4015 series, but it is still possible to
replace the fuser drive gear. A step-by-step procedure
follows (unless stated otherwise, left-right designations
are as viewed from the front of the printer):
1. Remove the toner cartridge and paper cassette.
Make sure to put the toner cartridge in a dark place
or cover it – prolonged exposure to ambient light
can damage the drum.
2. Remove top accessories or top-accessory cover.
Remove any output accessories (stacker, mailbox,
etc.). If there are none, remove the top-accessory
cover (toward the back of the printer, on top) by
simply lifting it up. There are retaining tabs on each
side, but they will release themselves as you pull up
on the cover.


 

C. Unplug five cables (checked)

3. Remove the duplexer or duplex accessory cover.
Simply pull the duplexer or the cover out of the
printer (from the back) to remove it.
4. Remove the tray 2 extension door (in back of
printer). Carefully flex the door to release the hinge
pin near the power cord side of the printer. Then
rotate the door to the horizontal position and pull
up on the remaining hinge pin to release the door.

D. Two screws

5. Remove the rear output bin. Open the bin and
squeeze the right hinge pin (on your left if you are
behind the printer) out of its mounting hole. Then
rotate the bin away from the printer to release the
other hinge pin.
E. Two screws

F. Gear shaft (blue arrow,
gear not present) and four screws





6. Remove the fuser. Squeeze the blue fuser-release
tabs (one on each side) and pull the fuser straight
back and out of the printer. When re-installing the
fuser, make sure to push it in until these tabs snap
into place.
7. Remove the formatter. First remove the plastic formatter cover (right side of the printer, toward the
back) by simply grasping it and sliding it straight
back. To remove the metal formatter cage, remove

Liberty Parts Team, Inc. 3517 W Beltline Hwy., Madison, WI 53713 608-268-7600 FAX 608-268-7619
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the two thumbscrews, then use the finger holes on
the side to grasp it and slide it straight back. This
will require some force, as you are also unplugging
a connector. When reinstalling the board/cage, you
may want to open the metal door on the side of the
cage so that you can visually verify correct seating of
this connector.
8. Remove the top cover. Open the print-cartridge
door and the front cover. Use needle-nose pliers to
release the print-cartridge drive arm from the right
side of the cover, and then push the arm down into
the printer (remember to re-attach this arm when
re-installing the cover). Remove four screws, one in
each of the four corners of the cover. Now partially
close the print-cartridge door, release two tabs (Fig.
A), and lift the cover off the printer. Take care to
properly reseat these two tabs when re-installing
the cover. Also note that the accessory pin (in the
left-rear corner of the cover) is not captive; take
care not to lose it.
9. Remove the right-side cover. Release three tabs –
one along the top edge, directly above the fan vent;
one at the upper rear corner, and one at the front
of the formatter cavity. Then slightly flex the cover
to release the front edge, rotate the top edge away
from the printer, and lift up to remove it. When
re-installing the cover, make sure that the plastic
power switch (on the cover) couples properly to the
metal power switch rod (in the printer).
10. Remove the left-side cover. Open the front cover
and gently flex the retainers to separate them from
the tray 1 arms so that you can open the cover all
the way (this is to provide clearance for the left cover). Now release two tabs (one along the top edge of
the left cover, and one along the front edge), rotate
the top of the cover away from the printer, and lift
up to remove it.
11. Remove the power supply PCA guide (right side
of printer, toward the back). Remove two screws,
release the retaining tab, and slide the guide toward
the rear of the printer to remove it (Fig. B).
12. Remove the power supply. On the right side of
the printer, remove four screws and one grounding screw (Fig. B). Then unplug five cables (Fig. C)
from the DC Controller. Feed these cables through
the hole in the chassis into the paper tray cavity
below the power supply. Unhook the power-switch
rod from the chassis, and then pull down to remove it from the power supply (note that the rod
attaches to the power supply inside the paper tray
cavity – observe this before removing it so you will
know where to re-attach it later). On the left side of

the printer, remove two screws to remove the fancover plate (below the fan). This gives you access to
three cables. Unplug them, and remove four screws
which correspond to four screws on the other side
(Fig.B). Now grasp the power supply from behind,
lift it slightly, and slide it out the back of the printer.
NOTE: When removing and re-installing the power supply, take care not to dislodge the small rubber
belts and plastic rollers on the feed-guide assembly
(mounted to the top of the power supply).
13. Remove the RW crossmember plate: This is a
metal piece that attaches to the rear edge of the
metal plate that supports the laser/scanner. To remove it, it is necessary to remove four screws. Two
of these are easily accessed from the rear (Fig. D).
The other two (Fig. E) are accessed from the bottom by inserting one's arms through the paper tray
cavity .
14. Remove the fuser drive assembly. This is attached
to the inner surface of the right wall of the printer
chassis by four screws, one in each corner. To access the lower front screw, you will need to remove
a gear (Fig. F) – simply pry the retaining tab away
from the shaft and slide the gear off. Then remove
the four screws and pull the drive assembly away
from the chassis, taking care not to let any of the
non-captive gears fall off.
15. Replace the fuser drive
gear. This is the large
brown gear at the rear end
of the fuser drive assembly.
There are no retaining tabs
– simply lift it off the shaft
and replace it with the new
one. Note that the two
sides of the gear are not
identical. The ridged side
should face up and away
from the metal plate of the drive assembly.
Reverse the above steps to re-assemble the printer.
LPT

Making the Unavailable Available
Parts mentioned in this article.
P4015 Fuser Drive Gear: RU6-0171
Call toll-free (888) 444-8778

For HP, Lexmark, Samsung and Okidata printer parts, call Liberty Parts Team: 888-444-8778.
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Replacing Rollers in
the CM1312, CM2320,
CP1210/1510 & CP2025
A. Pick Roller, not yet rotated for removal

B. Menu to rotate pick roller for removal

C. Pick Roller ready for removal

D. Roller cover for Separation Roller

E. Removing the Separation Roller

With most laser printers, replacing the pickup,
feed, and separation rollers is simple and intuitive, but
it is more involved with the printers we will be discussing here: HP LaserJet models CM1312, CM2320,
CP1210/1510 series (CP1215, CP1515, and
CP1518) and CP2025.
These models require you to use the printer menus
to rotate the rollers into the correct position for replacement. This article will explain the procedure using
the CM1312 as our primary example. The other models are similar, and the key differences are noted at the
end of the article.
1: Go into the menu(s) and rotate the roller(s):
NOTE: If there is paper in the cassette, the roller rotation will “pick up” one piece of paper, so you may want to
empty the cassette before performing this step. However,
the cassette must be installed for the procedure to work.
a. CM1312 & CM2320: start by pressing the “Setup”
button (it has an image of a wrench on it). This brings
you to a menu listing, but the menu we want (“2ndary
Service”) is not among those listed.
b. Now press both the left arrow button (on the square
surrounding “OK”) and the “Cancel” button (“X”) at
the same time, and then release them.
This brings back the main “Ready”
screen. Now press “Setup” again,
and we are back to the menu listing,
but now our desired menu is listed.
c. Use the arrow buttons to scroll to
“2ndary Service” and press “OK” to
select it. Now use the arrow buttons to
scroll to “Pick Roller” (Fig. B.) and press “OK” to select
it.
d. Press “OK” a second time to rotate the roller.
e. When the roller has finished rotating (you should be
able to hear it), turn the power off and then unplug the
printer (disconnect both the power cable and the data/
interface cable).
Step 2: Remove/replace the pick roller:
a. Remove the paper cassette, and then carefully place
the printer front-side up (back side resting on the ta-

Liberty Parts Team, Inc. 3517 W Beltline Hwy., Madison, WI 53713 608-268-7600 FAX 608-268-7619
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F. Removing the Separation Roller

G. Flat spot on roller
ble). CAUTION: In this orientation, the ADF and scanner cover are not captive and can open suddenly. Always
support these pieces before placing the printer front-side up.
Also note that debris on the work surface can scratch the
printer covers, so before placing the printer front-side up,
clean the work surface and/or cover it with a clean, dry
cloth. The roller should look like Fig. C. (if it looks like
Fig. A., it has not been rotated and you may need to repeat Step 1 above).
b. Release the two white plastic locking tabs (one on
each side of the roller) and remove the roller. If also replacing the separation roller, it is best to do that before
re-installing the pickup roller.
3. Remove/replace the separation roller.
a. First remove the black plastic roller cover (Fig. D. ) by
releasing the two locking pins (one on each end).
b. Now you should be able to pry the left end of the

separation roller and its holder free by slightly spreading the surrounding plastic on that side (Fig. E., F.).
c. Once the left end is free, you can lift the entire roller
assembly out. Note that the new roller does not include the plastic holder, so you will have to transfer the
holder from the old roller to the new one. Also note
that both the roller and the holder are asymmetrical.
The roller only fits in the holder one way. The flat spot
on the left end of the roller shaft (Fig. G.) must face up
so that the retaining clip of the holder fits over it. If it
doesn’t seem to fit properly, try rotating the holder 180
degrees – it will fit properly in one orientation but not
the other. The roller/holder assembly also only mounts
into the printer one way – with the larger end of the
shaft to the left. Once the separation roller is mounted
in the printer, re-install the roller cover and the pickup
roller (this also fits one way only – if it doesn’t want to
seat, try turning it 180 degrees).
When the machine is powered back on, the roller
should automatically rotate back into the normal position. It is a good idea to go into the “Reports” menu and
print a demo page or configuration page to make sure
that the rollers are properly installed and positioned.
Variations in the procedure for other printer models:
CP2025 & CP1515/1518: Press OK to open the
menus. Simultaneously press left arrow and OK to
open the secondary service menu; this may take several
attempts. Menu operations are as described above.
CP1215: With the printer power off, press and hold
the “Resume” button. Continue holding this button
while powering on. Wait at least 30 seconds (but less
than 40 seconds) before releasing the button. If this is
done correctly, the control-panel LEDs will cycle on
and off, indicating that the roller has moved to the required position. Now power off. Roller removal procedures are as described above for the CM1312.
LPT

Parts mentioned in this article.
Pickup roller: RM1-4426
Separation Roller, CM1312, CP1210/1510, RM1-4425
CM2320, CP2025, RM1-4840
To order, call toll-free (888) 444-8778
For HP, Lexmark, Samsung and Okidata printer parts, call Liberty Parts Team: 888-444-8778.
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Lexmark Fusers:
The 3rd Party Option
LPT offers two alternatives to expensive OEM
Lexmark fusers: remanufactured and third party.
Third-party Lexmark fusers are careful copies of OEM
versions created by independent factories. All the components are new, and because none of them are OEM,
the savings is substantial.
Third-party parts have had a critical place in the
printer parts industry since it began in the late 1980s.
Our veteran staff knows how to select the best available
part. Some time ago, LPT switched 3rd-party vendors
and has been very satisfied with the improved consistency and quality. To ensure customer satisfaction,
every fuser is inspected and every heating element is
ohm-checked.
Benefits of third party fusers
• Individually inspected and ohm-metered
• New components
• Affordably priced
LPT

Optra S

Third-party fusers for Lexmark printers
E23X, E240 					 40X4194-ETN-A
Optra S12xx 					
99A1185-ETN-A
Optra S16xx/18xx m. kit		
99A0967-ETN-A
Optra S24xx					 99A1190-ETN-A
T420, X65XE					
56P0648-ETN-A
T520/T522 				
99A2423-ETN-A
maintenance kit			
99A2420-AA
Optra T610/T612			
99A1969-ETN-A
maintenance kit			
99A1970-AA
Optra T614/T616			
99A1977-ETN-A
maintenance kit			
99A1978-ETN-A
T620									 99A2402-ETN-A
maintenance kit			
99A2408-AA
T622 								 99A2405-ETN-A
maintenance kit			
99A2411-AA
T630/T632 				
56P2542-ETN-A
maintenance kit			
56P1409-ETN-A
T634									 56P1859-ETN-A
maintenance kit			
56P1855-AA
T640, T642, T644			
40X2592-ETN-A
maintenance kit			
40X0100-AA
T65X, X65XE 				 40X4418-ETN-A
W820/Xerox N4525		12G4184-ETN-A
maintenance kit			
12G4182-ETN-A
W840								 40X0647-ETN-A
maintenance kit			
40X0956-ETN-A

Optra T610/612, T614/T616

T620, T622

T520/T522

T630, T632/T634

T640, T642, T644

T420

E232/240

W820

Liberty Parts Team, Inc. 3517 W Beltline Hwy., Madison, WI 53713 608-268-7600 FAX 608-268-7619
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Grab a Rake
wishes your printer
service organization a
prosperous Fall 2010. This
issue of Service Edge offers
four new printer tech articles
as well as exciting product announcements.
LPT

LIBERTY PARTS TEAM
the vendor of Choice

